
LPC Technical Report: Methods for climate data analysis 
 

A. Creation of July mean temperature anomaly maps using ERA-40 
reanalysis 
 
The purpose of this method is to examine the mean July temperature trends for 

the reanalysis period. After the data is acquired from the ECMWF data server at 

http://data.ecmwf.int/data/d/era40_daily/ the first step is to select the years from 

the ERA-40 July 1958-2002 2m temperature file. The next step is to run a 

monthly mean calculation on each file using Climate Data Operators (CDO) (or 

use the ArcGIS raster calculator). Each monthly mean file can be opened using 

Xconv software. The data is then copied to an Excel workbook with each year on 

a separate worksheet. A formula is set up on the 46th worksheet to calculate the 

long term mean from the data on all 45 worksheets. A custom excel macro 

converts the temperature values from K to C and reformats the data so that it can 

be x-y mapped in ArcGIS. The output format is lat, lon, and mean July 

temperature value at that gridpoint for 1958, 1959,…2002, LT mean July 

temperature (1958-2002), and then the temperature anomaly value for 1958, 

1959,…2002 (using a formula). The anomaly data is then interpolated using 

kriging to create the difference surface then the anomaly maps are reclassified 

with a custom colour ramp. 

 

 

B. Creation of July mean wind direction anomaly contour maps using 
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis in ArcGIS 
 

The first step was to download the U (zonal) and V (meridional) wind component 

data (July monthly means for each year of the reanalysis) from the NCEP/NCAR 

reanalysis page at http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/cdc/reanalysis/reanalysis.shtml. The 

U and V wind component files for July of a given year were merged using XConv 

software. The files can also be merged using CDO software. 
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Start ESRI ArcGIS 9.2 software with a new blank map and make sure the list of 

toolboxes is visible. Under multidimension tools open the ‘Make NetCDF feature 

layer’ tool. 

 

For input NetCDF file select the NCEP July monthly mean file with the merged 

wind components. Start with the long term monthly mean file then do each year 

individually. Select the appropriate variables and choose lon for x-var and lat for 

y-var. Select an output feature layer and for row dimensions, choose lat and lon. 

The other fields can be left with the default values. 

 

The next step is to use the Windspeed Tools, an extension for ArcGIS 9.2 

(Appendix H) to create a feature class with the wind direction in compass 

degrees. The function used is ‘UV to Speed Direction’ and the input shapefile will 

be each of the files created in the previous step. Select the variables U and V for 

the U and V fields and select an output feature class. The script should take less 

than a minute to run. 

 

The next step is to interpolate each point shapefile to a raster. This can be done 

using the Geostatistical Wizard (use kriging) or the ‘interpolate to raster’ function 

(on the Spatial Analyst toolbar) in ArcGIS. This is repeated for July of each year 

in the reanalysis. 

 

The final step is to subtract the July long term mean wind direction raster from 

the July mean wind direction of each year in order to produce the wind direction 

anomaly raster. 
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C. Creating a July long term mean temperature map using North American 
Regional Reanalysis (NARR) 
 

The first step is to acquire the data from the NARR website at 

http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/cdc/data.narr.html. The data can also be acquired using 

the script developed by the author (for a Linux system only) in Appendix H. The 

sample file is the long term mean (1979 to 2003) for July 2m (surface) 

temperature. NARR has a resolution of 32 km (0.3 deg) and is based on the ETA 

numerical weather prediction model. 

 

Start ESRI ArcGIS 9.2 software with a new blank map and make sure the list of 

toolboxes is visible. Under multidimension tools open the ‘Make NetCDF raster 

layer’ tool. Only use the ‘Make NetCDF feature layer’ tool if you need a table of 

values for the data. 

 

The parameters for the tool are as follows: 

 

The variable selected was “air” (2m air temperature). 

For x dim, select “x”. For y dim, select “y”. 

 

NOTE: Do not select “lon” for x dim or “lat” for y dim. Initially, this seems logical 

however, a “Make NetCDF Raster Layer” error will result with the following 

information:  “One or both dimensions have variable spacing in their coordinate 

values.” 

 

The sample map (Figure 1) is the July long term mean in raster format. Table 1 

below clearly shows the grid spacing between points varies. 
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Table 1. Data values for NARR July LT mean 2m temperature file. 

FID_    x       y       air     lat     lon 
       1       1       298.87600000000 1.00000000000   -145.50000000000 
       2       1       298.86500000000 1.10431000000   -145.31500000000 
       3       1       298.86500000000 1.20829000000   -145.13000000000 
       4       1       298.84600000000 1.31196000000   -144.94300000000 
       5       1       298.84600000000 1.41530000000   -144.75700000000 
       6       1       298.82300000000 1.51831000000   -144.57000000000 
       7       1       298.81200000000 1.62099000000   -144.38200000000 
       8       1       298.80400000000 1.72333000000   -144.19400000000 
       9       1       298.80000000000 1.82534000000   -144.00600000000 
       10      1       298.79600000000 1.92700000000   -143.81700000000 
       11      1       298.79300000000 2.02831000000   -143.62700000000 
       12      1       298.78500000000 2.12927000000   -143.43700000000 
       13      1       298.77700000000 2.22988000000   -143.24600000000 
       14      1       298.77000000000 2.33013000000   -143.05500000000 
       15      1       298.76200000000 2.43001000000   -142.86300000000 
       16      1       298.75100000000 2.52953000000   -142.67100000000 
       17      1       298.75100000000 2.62868000000   -142.47900000000 
       18      1       298.73600000000 2.72746000000   -142.28500000000 
       19      1       298.72000000000 2.82586000000   -142.09200000000 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1. July mean temperature map for 1979 to 2003 using NARR. 
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D. Read GRIB data into GRADS 
 

For this study, it was necessary to load wind component data into Grid Analysis 

and Display System (GRADS). This requires a basic method to display a GRIB 

file (either .grib or .grb) in GRADS. It requires creating a control file that 

describes the grib file and then associating the control file with the grib file. It may 

be necessary to create a control file if the original control file has errors. If a large 

number of control files are to be created, then several Unix scripts should be 

used. It should be noted that not all programs require a control file to open a grib 

file. One example is the Integrated Data Viewer (IDV) by Unidata. 

 

1. Download GRADS and install it (see references for links). Download the wgrib 

program and compile it using cc wgrib.c command. Ensure the wgrib program 

(included with GRADS) is in your unix/linux path. For example, in the c shell 

(csh), the command would be set path=(/usr/local/bin $path) assuming that wgrib 

program is located in the /usr/local/bin directory. 

 

2. Download grib data files from a climate data website (see references for links) 

 

3. Download grib2ctl.pl program and place in an easy to locate directory. Ensure 

that the script is executable. The grib2ctl program creates a control file (.ctl) 

based on a grib file. 

 

4. Run grib2ctl.pl on selected grib file to create a ctl file. The command is 

grib2ctl.pl tempsfc.grib -> tempsfc.ctl where tempsfc.grib is the input file and 

tempsfc.ctl is the output file. 

 

5. Run gribmap or gribscan to create an index file (.idx) that associates the ctl file 

with the grib file. The command is gribmap -v -i tempsfc.ctl where tempsfc is the 

file to be processed. 
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6. If there were no errors, you should be able to open the ctl file in GRADS and 

view the data for any of the variables. If there are errors (e.g. - undefined 

parameter table), it is possible that GRADS will not be able to read the grib file 

because of the errors in the control file. If this is the case, try reading the grib file 

into another program such as VCDAT or IDV. 

 

 

D. Read GRIB data into ArcGIS with the use of Grib decoder 
 

1. Start the program Tkdegrib (a grib file decoder), locate the directory with the 

Browse button select the grib file to view by double clicking it. 

 

2. Select the variable, level, and time period desired. For example, choose 

Geopotential height for variable (Long name), 500 mb for level and January 2001 

for time period (Ref Date). The reference date is given in the format 

MM/DD/YYYY thus the date selected in this case would be 01/01/2001.  

 

3. Ensure the output location for the file is set properly by clicking the 

recommend button or manually entering a location.  

 

4. For "Choose File Type" select SHP. Ensure that "Point" and "Verbose .shp file" 

options are selected. 

 

5. Click the "Generate .shp file" button and a message should appear indicating 

the process is done. 

 

6. Start ArcGIS and click the add data button. Locate the shape file and click OK. 

You may want to add a background map and set the projection of the data frame 

first. 

 

7. Now adjust the symbology so there is a legend with different classes and an 
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appropriate color ramp. For example with geopotential heights there are standard 

classes such as 5280, 5340, 5400, etc. The colour ramp should go from warm to 

cool colours with progressively lower heights. This is done by editing the layer 

properties. The symbology tab is selected where categories can be generated 

and the colour ramp changed. 

 

8. There are many other possibilities for customization such as making the world 

map slightly transparent, adding topography, locations, etc. 
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